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saw that in the complex the bond of union is one of interest,
those engrams tending to cohere which matter to the organism
in a particular way. These acquired organizations in the
mental structure, which we call complexes, are the first pro-
ducts of development: their formation gives rise to habitual
behaviour and results in predictable conduct.
Differing from these complexes not so much in kind as in
degree are those mental structures which are called senti-
ments. Now in common speech the word * sentiment* is not
clearly distinguished from 'feeling' and * emotion/ and yet,
as McDougall points out, a distinction is vaguely recognized.
We speak, for example, of a sentiment of hatred, but of a
feeling or emotion of anger, the difference being that the
sentiment is a permanent part of ourselves, while the emotion
or the feeling is merely a passing experience. That is to say,
a sentiment is a fact of mental structure, while a feeling is a
fact of mental functioning. Psychology, as we have already
insisted, must clearly recognize the distinction between mental
^structure and experience: nothing but confusion can result
from identifying the sentiments with the feelings they
determine.
What, then, is a sentiment? Like a complex, it is an
acquired organization of dispositions in the mental structure,
the only distinction being one of degree. Sentiment is the
name we give to a complex at a certain level of development.
When a complex acquires a certain degree of stability, when it
becomes an important part of the mind, we call it a sentiment.
The study of a hobby should make the matter clear, for
behind every hobby there lies a sentiment. Let us take the
case of an enthusiastic sportsman, a man who has clearly
acquired a setting of the mind in one particular direction.
Our sportsman, when he desires self-assertion, will turn to
sport, experiencing his positive self-feeling in a fine perform-
ance of some game. He will be more likely to have a sub-
missive attitude engendered in him by a superior performer
in his favourite game than, say, by a great mathematician.
His combative instinct will find its main channel of expression
in sport, and his anger will most readily blaze forth when

